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Shipwrecks attest to typhoon disasters
- one of the most prominent examples
is perhaps the attempted invasion of
Japan by the Mongol ruler of China,
Khubilai Khan (r. 1260–1294)
- twice, he tried to invade Japan, in
1274 and in 1281
- both times the Mongol fleet
“encountered intense tropical
cyclones, which the Japanese called
Kamikaze” (lit. “divine winds”)
- in fall 1274, about 200 warships sank
off the coast of Hakata in Southwest
Japan (Kyūshū) and approximately
13,500 people drowned. Similarly, in
summer 1281, the Mongol fleet met
with a typhoon and sank off
Takashima Island; approximately
100,000 people died in that disaster

a) Storms & Typhoons

One of my team colleagues, Dr.
Kimura Jun, has been involved in
the recovery of the sunken fleet of
Khubilai Khan in cooperation
with a team of maritime
archaeologists and the Japanese
government;
Climate historians have now
found out that both years, 1274
and 1281, were so-called „El Niño
years”, when sea surface
temperatures in the central and
eastern tropical Pacific Ocean
rose above average, causing, for
example, a reversal or
redirections of the regular eastwest winds, so that chances a
typhoon hits parts of NEA, such
as Japan or northern China,
increased;
Courtesy of the Education Board of Kitamatsuura-city and Y Yamamoto and Dr. Kimura Jun

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/d
oi/abs/10.1111/1095-9270.12033

https://www.nationalgeographic.
com/news/2014/11/141104kamikaze-kublai-khan-windstyphoon-japan-invasion/

Another typhoon experience (1596)
 The incident of the galleon San Felipe (1596), for

example, happened during the dangerous
passage through the Ogasawara Islands
southeast of Japan – it had left the Manila Bay
on July 11, 1596 with lots of cargo and valuables.
On July 28, the galleon eventually disembarked
from the Philippine island archipelago. Due to
contrary winds, navigation remained difficult,
and on coming closer to the waters southeast of
Japan, the crew met with various strong
hurricanes:
 “…and after having navigated for some days,
being at 34 grades, in a passage at the tip of
Japan, on the 28th of September the
weather started to become threatening,
and within a very small period of time a
very strong hurricane came up, with
fateful winds, so that within just 4 hours
we were about to lose ourselves,
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In October 1596, the San Felipe
wrecked in Urado 浦戶on the
coast of the Japanese island of
Shikoku en route from Manila to
Acapulco
The galleon was carrying a cargo that
valued more than 1.5 million pesos.
Crew and passengers could
disembark safely and obviously there
were no plans to confiscate the
galleon or its cargo in the beginning.
After, however, the chief pilot,
Francisco de Olandia, showed the
Japanese a world map with all
Spanish possessions and then
incautiously told them – obviously in
order to intimidate them – that it was
Spanish tactics to first infiltrate
missionaries in foreign countries in
order to pacify the people and then
conquer them with their military,
Hideyoshi was of course upset and
decided to confiscate the galleon

 and distrustful of being able to save our lives, as we saw the

nao swept over with water, and the sea so agitated and
rough that each blow in the rig went over the railing, and
took the people outside on board […] as well as some from
within the nao, taking the binnacle, hallways and the
fireplace into the sea, ripping the rudders, the main mast,
and the mizzen into pieces […]. And after 24 hours that
lasted this dismal storm, our Lord wanted to appease and
calm his anger and give us some decent weather […]. And
we agreed to go to the island of Japan; and navigating into
its direction […] on the 25st of that month he gave us
another storm almost as vigorous as the passed one, that
lasted for 36 hours […] and on the 3rd of October […]
another hurricane came down on us, such as the other ones,
that lasted for 5 days, and of which we did not think we
could escape with our lives, and we took it for the greatest
miracle that our Lord helped us escape from it.”

a) Ocean Currents
Kuroshio ⿊黑潮, the “Black
Current”：
the current, passing east of
Taiwan, the Ryūkyū Islands and
Japan, flowing to the north-east,
in the direction of the Aleut
Islands, further on to Alaska and
then to the west coast of North
America,
in combination with strong
westerly and north-westerly
winds, have posed a feared and
significant danger to all ships
sailing along and beyond the
eastern coasts of Japan, until
modern steam craft technology
was invented

Diseases, Medicines, and Medicinal Knowledge
 - role of ship surgeons (cirujano), evolved from barbers or apothecaries
 à what we know about ship surgeons stems mainly from travel diaries,

manuscripts recording cargo, personal belongings, or other official
documents related to the trans-oceanic travels
 à some archaeological evidence, like travel/doctors kit

In 1586, a galleon, San Martín,
carried a cargo for 194 different
persons;
When the galleon left Manila in
1583, it obviously made a detour
in order to trade with the Chinese
at Macao and load there a large
quantity of Chinese good;
The San Martín also had a ship
surgeon (barbero y cirujano) on
board, Agustín Sánchez;
basically, nothing is known about
his person. But we possess an
interesting document with a very
long list of the goods he carried

Sánchez’ belongings
(f. 3r), for example,

- a small box with its key, filled
with cup-shaped containers used
for mixing substances (such as
herbs, medicines, etc.) and some
letters (cajuela chica de sangley
llena de salceretas de barro de
china con su llave e unas cartas;
1r)
- “Sangley cases” with Chinese
lead inkpots (cajuelas de
sangley con 2 tinteros de plomo,
f. 3r)
- wine (vino de la tierra, f. 3r)
- a pot, probably a larger
ceramics jar, of Chinese spirits
(una tinaca de vino de China, f.
7r)

“Autos sobre los bienes de
Agustín Sánchez, cirujano de
nao, que murió a borde del
galeón San Martín que navega
por la costa de Nueva España al
mando del capitán Pedro de
Ortega”
(AGI, Contratación 487, N. 1, R.
14, 1592)

Agustín Sánchez also carried six
forceps for the extraction of back
teeth, including pincers (gatillos
de sacar muelas en ellos unas
tenezuelas), barber equipment,
including mirrors

Also another ship surgeon,
Alonso Sánchez de Herrera,
active around 1600, carried
among his belongings a bag with
five iron tools to pull back teeth;
a cautery, a small bronze
minaret with an iron handle,
and a small grinding stone

An illustration of surgeon’s
tools from John Woodall’s
book, “The Surgeons Mate”;
John Woodall was a barber
surgeon who had experience as
a surgeon in the army early in
his career; he became the
Surgeon General for the East
India Company (EIC);
In 1617, he published The
Surgeons Mate, a manual that
quickly become widely used;
à this Illustration is taken
from his book

Agustín Sánchez
He also carried various books, placed “in a box with
keys”, many of them were books on medicine and
surgery:
19 old books about surgery and handwritten notes,
for example:
Libro de medicina que se dize modu[s] faciendi, most
probably Modus faciendi cum ordine medicandi
(Craftsmanship according to medicinal guidelines; Seville
1527), by Fray Bernardo de Laredo (1482–1540); it is
considered the first Castilian pharmacopoeia;
Libro de los secretos del reverendo Don Alexo Piamontes
(Book of the secrets of the respectable Don Alexo
Piamontes; Valladolid, 1595);
Cirugía universal (Universal surgery; 1580), by Juan
Fragoso (1530–1597), a physician and botanist from
Toledo and surgeon of Philipp II;

Compendio de la salud humana (Compendium of
human health; 1494), by Johannes de Ketham
(1415–1470), a German physician living in Italy
Libro de Farfán (f. 1v), that is, the Tratado breve de
medicina (Brief treatise of medicine), by Agustín Farfán
(ca. 1532–1604), a Spanish physician who, in 1592,
published a medicinal treatise in which he introduced the
most common diseases; his book consequently served as a
kind of standard reference;
Los problemas de Villalobos (Problems; Zaragoza 1544),
by Francisco de Villalobos (ca. 1473 – ca. 1549), a Jewish
converso and court;

Compendio de la
salud humana
(Compendium of
human health; 1494),
by Johannes de
Ketham (1415–1470),
a German physician
living in Italy

Ketham

Other sources show that one was
well aware that distancing was
quite important on board and
that the little space available was
quite conducive to the spread of
diseases

 “I heard that in the past, two ships were dispatched, and

that the cabins were broad, and the people few, so that
one could avoid epidemic plagues and dysentery.
Nowadays, there is just one ship [sent], consequently
there are just 24 cabins, and beyond the space occupied
by the food provisions, tools and utensils of the
government officials, 30 people in total are located in
one cabin; I am afraid (this will lead to) evaporation and
high pressure, so that there will be many people suffering
from epidemics and dysentery, and even doctor Lu would
not be able to cure them.”

We have examples when in
emergency situations people
were asked to proceed on deck to
breath fresh air, and leave more
room for the rest remainig in the
hull
•

(Source: Shi Liuqiu lu 使琉球錄 (1579), by Xiao
Chongye 蕭崇業 (jinshi 1571) and Xie Jie 謝杰
(jinshi 1574), in Shi Liuqiu lu sanzhong 使琉球錄
三種 [Taiwan wenxian shiliao congkan, 287]
(Taibei: Taiwan datong shuju, 1970), 91 (使疏球錄
卷上，造舟), with reference to Gao Cheng’s
Caozhou ji操舟記)

This is a reference to the famous legendary physician Bian Que 扁鵲 (401–310), personal name Qin Yueren 秦越人, from Lu (present-day
Shandong). His medicinal skills were said to be outstanding; he knew secret prescriptions and methods and was thus able to cure almost all
diseases.

• Xie Jie sent some people on deck to catch fresh air and to free

up the individuals who were sitting thickly packed in their
cabins; otherwise probably still more people would have
passed away.

 “When the weather got hotter, although there was a
à Through such sources, we try
to piece together and reconstruct
what happened on bord in
certain emergency situations,
how at least basic medical care
was secured, which books and
medicinal tools as well as
medicinal drugs were carried on
board,
à and we investigate the
networks of medicinal drugs and
medicinal knowledge across
oceans

constant breeze outside, inside the cabins it was
humid, so that three to four out of ten people were
infected by dysentery-like epidemics (yili 疫痢), and
seven passed away. “The doctor, He Jixi, consequently
prepared medicines in order to protect [the crew and
people on board] against diseases, this concerned the
lives and bodies of hundreds of men. …”
 When people on board were suffering from discomfort
and illness, “then, the doctor Qu Niansan cured them;
he used half a jin of honey, 20 jin of mild, watery
liquor, half a jin of powdered ginseng (angelica
sinensis) and similar medicinals against cold and
wind, and boiled them into a decoction of medicinal
herbs; within one night [the disease] is cured.”

à “Camphor is a case in point”
 What we know as camphor, as a rule,

refers to an oleoresin, also called
camphor oil. It is an essential oil
obtained by distillation of crushed parts
of camphor wood and bark, or by
directly gaining the resin, cutting the
tree. Historical use and distribution of
camphor are complex, as different
names were circulating, referring to
partly different plants.
 The greatest confusion probably arises
from the fact that camphor as a
chemical composition is contained in
various plants. (It is a monoterpene
bicyclic ketone.)

 Blumea balsamifera (L.) D.C.

(Asteraceae)
 Cinnamomum camphora (L.) Sieb.
(Syn.: Laurus camphora L.)
 Dryobalanops aromatica C.F.
Gaertn.

Camphor acts anti-microbial and
works, for example, against
certain fungi and bacilli.
Internally administered, it is a
pulmonary antiseptic, a febrifuge,
an analgesic and stimulant of the
central nerval system. It is e.g.
applied against asthma.
Externally applied, it works as
rubefacient and ointment against
muscle pain, antiseptic and
antirheumatic.
Still today, some ointments
against osteoarthritis contain
camphor. Camphor is easily
absorbed through the skin, and
also can be administrated by
injection, inhalation and
ingestion.
à “tiger balm” also contains a
significant percentage of camphor

Blumea balsamifera Blanco Sambon

à Camphor was part of
most pharmacies and, due
to its wide range of possible
applications, also valued on
board of ships

Juan Fragoso (1530–1597), a
physician and botanist from
Toledo and surgeon of Philipp
II, introduces camphor in his
Cirugía universal (Universal
surgery; 1580), by Juan Fragoso
(1530–1597)
à this book was one of the
handbooks at least Spanish
surgeons had on board for
consultation

The Kangxi Emperor 康熙 (r. 1662–1722) highly valued certain western
medicinals and also asked missionaries to prepare medicinals at court
 Well-known is the story of how the Jesuits came to cure Kangxi of a

malarial fever with so-called Peruvian bark.
 According to a 1698 account of the French Jesuit Joachim Bouvet, the
leader of the French delegation, Father de Fontaney, had successfully
used quinquina or Peruvian bark to cure the emperor of a malignant
fever in July 1693, after the substance had successfully been tested on
three men with malarial fever and four healthy members of the imperial
clan.
 à Kangxi highly valued the Peruvian bark, and the story definitely
demonstrates how promptly a new medicinal drug could be adopted at
that time

Piracy
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Our video documentation on
“Piracy in Historical Asia”
will become available for
download under
https://crossroadsresearch.net/projects/videodocumentation-piracy-inhistorical-asia/

